The Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a stateof-the-art technique in the field of deep learning. A number of recent papers address the theory and applications of GANs in various fields of image processing. Fewer studies, however, have directly evaluated GAN outputs. Those that have been conducted focused on using classification performance (e.g., Inception Score) and statistical metrics (e.g., Fréchet Inception Distance). , Here, we consider a fundamental way to evaluate GANs by directly analyzing the images they generate, instead of using them as inputs to other classifiers. We characterize the performance of a GAN as an image generator according to three aspects: 1) Creativity: non-duplication of the real images. 2) Inheritance: generated images should have the same style, which retains key features of the real images. 3) Diversity: generated images are different from each other. A GAN should not generate a few different images repeatedly. Based on the three aspects of ideal GANs, we have designed two measures: Creativity-Inheritance-Diversity (CID) index and Likeness Score (LS) to evaluate GAN performance, and have applied them to evaluate three typical GANs. We compared our proposed measures with three commonly used GAN evaluation methods: Inception Score (IS), Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) and 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier (1NNC). In addition, we discuss how these evaluations could help us deepen our understanding of GANs and improve their performance.
Related Work
The Inception Score (IS) [11] is a commonly applied index to evaluate GANs' performance. To compute the IS, we submit generated images to the Inception network [14] that was pre-trained on the ImageNet [15] dataset. From the perspective of the three aspects for ideal GANs, the IS focuses on measuring the Inheritance and Diversity. Specifically, ∈ is a generated image; = ( ) is the label obtained from the pre-trained Inception network by inputting image x. For all generated images, we have the label set Y. ( ) defines the Diversity (H(.) is entropy) because the variability of labels reflects the variability of images. ( | ) could show the Inheritance because a good generated image can be well recognized and classified, and thus the entropy of ( | ) should be small. Therefore, an ideal GAN will maximize ( ) and minimize ( | ) . Equivalently, the goal is to maximize: ( ) − ( | ) = − ∑ ( ) log ( ) − ∑ ( ) ( | ) = ∑ ( ) ∑ ( | ) log ( | ) ( ) = ∑ ( ) [ ( | )|| ( )] = � � ( | )|| ( )�� is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence of two distributions [16] . The IS index is defined:
( ) = exp� � � ( | )|| ( )��� The IS reflects Inheritance and Diversity; a larger value of IS indicates that a GAN's performance is better. The limitations of IS are obvious: it depends on classification of images by the Inception network, which is by trained ImageNet. Thus, it may not be proper to use on other images or non-classification tasks. Also, since the Creativity is not considered by the IS, it has no ability to detect overfitting.
Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12] also uses the pretrained Inception network. Instead of output labels it uses feature vectors from the final pooling layers of InceptionNet. All real and generated images are input to the network to extract their feature vectors.
Let (•) = _ (•) be the feature extractor. = ( ), = ( ) are two groups of feature vectors extracted from real and generated image sets. Consider the distributions of , are multivariate Gaussian:
∼ ( , Σ ); ∼ � , Σ � The difference of two Gaussians is measured by the Fréchet distance:
In fact, FID measures the difference between distributions of real and generated images; that agrees with the goal of GAN training -to minimize the difference between the two distributions. But the Gaussian distribution assumption of feature vectors cannot be guaranteed. And, as with IS, it depends on the pre-trained Inception network.
The measure: 1-Nearest Neighbor classifier (1NNC) [13] does not require an additional classifier. Instead, it uses a two-sample test with the 1-Nearest Neighbor method on real and generated image sets. Similar to FID, 1NNC examines whether two distributions of real and generated image are identical, but it requires the numbers of real and generated images to be equal.
Suppose | | = | |, and we wish to compute the leaveone-out (LOO) accuracy of a 1-NN classifier trained on and with labels "1" for and "0" for . In the optimal situation, the LOO accuracy ≈ 0.5 because the two distributions are very similar. If LOO accuracy < 0.5, the GAN is overfitting to R because the generated data are very close to the real samples. In an extreme case, if the GAN memorizes every sample in R and then generates them identically, i.e., G = R, the accuracy would be 0 because every sample from R would have its nearest neighbor from G with zero distance. LOO accuracy > 0.5 means the two distributions are different (separable). If they are completely separable, the accuracy would be 1.0.
Compared to IS and FID, 1NNC seems a more independent measure. However, the | | = | | requirement limits its applications and the local conditions of distributions will greatly affect the 1-NN classifier. For IS, higher values imply better performance of GANs; and for FID, lower is better. But for 1NNC, 0.5 is the best score. We regularize 1NNC by this function:
. For r1NNC, the best score is 1.
GAN Evaluation Metrics
The optimal GAN for images can generate images that have the same distribution as real samples (used for training), are different from real ones (not duplication), and have variety. Expectations of generated images could be described by three aspects: 1) non-duplication of the real images, 2) generated images should have the same style, which means their distribution is close to that of the real images, and 3) generated images are different from each other. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of a GAN as an image generator according to the three aspects:
•Creativity: non-duplication of the real images. It checks for overfitting by GANs.
•Inheritance: generated images should have the same style, which retains key features of the real (input) images. And this is traded off with the creativity property because generated images should not be too similar nor too dissimilar to the real ones.
•Diversity: generated images are different from each other. A GAN should not generate a few dissimilar images repeatedly. Fig. 1 displays four counterexamples of ideal generated images.
First, we have designed three measures to evaluate GAN performance according to the three expectations of ideal generated images. These measures applied indexes for digital image analysis to measure difference or similarity between images, such as image moment, gray-level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM), and structural similarity (SSIM) [17] index. Then, the CID index is defined by multiplication of the three proposed measures.
Second, inspired by SSIM, we constructed a more direct way to measure difference or similarity between images based on the Euclidean distance. We introduced a distancebased separability index and used it to define another measure: Likeness Score (LS) for GAN evaluations. Compared to the CID index, LS has a simpler and more uniform framework for the three aspects of ideal GANs and depends less on visual evaluation.
The proposed two measures are applied to analyze the generated images directly, without using pre-trained classifiers. We applied the measures to outcomes of three typical GANs: DCGAN [18] , WGAN-GP [19] and SNGAN [20] . Results show that our proposed measures do reflect the performance of GAN well and are very competitive with other compared measures. In addition, they are stable with respect to the number of images and could provide explanation of results in terms of the three respects of ideal GANs.
2.Creativity-Inheritance-Diversity index
Consider a set of real images: = { }. A GAN has been trained by this real image set and a set of synthetic images were generated from the GAN: = � �.
The Creativity measure is to find duplications of real images. To , the duplication occurs when the SSIM between and any is equal to or greater than 0.8 1 .
Algorithm 1 Creativity measure 1: Input real images: = { } and generated images:
for in R do 5:
if SSIM( , ) ≥ 0.8 then 6: remove from 7: break 8: end if 9: end for 10: end for 11: return | | | | ⁄ After removing duplications of real samples from G, is the set of remaining generated images. Creativity index is the percentage of remaining images.
The main idea to measure Inheritance is that same-type images have similar textures. We applied the GLCMcontrast to all real and generated images and Inheritance index is the difference between average GLCM-contrast value of set R and . 1 See Sec.5 for a discussion of this value.
Algorithm 2 Inheritance measure 1: Input images: and . 2:
To compute the Diversity index, SSIM is used again to group similar generated images to the same cluster. Then, we calculate the entropy of these clusters. More clusters and fewer images in each cluster indicate that generated images are more diverse. The optimal condition is that every cluster has only one image; in this case, the entropy value is maximum.
Algorithm 3 Diversity measure 1: Input
; ← 1 2: repeat 3:
select one image ∈ and move to 4:
for in do 5:
if SSIM( , ) ≥ 0.8 then 6:
move from to 7: end if 8: end for 9:
← + 1 10: until = ∅; to have m clusters:
The product of the three measures is the comprehensive measure (CID index):
3.Likeness Score
Because the FID and 1NNC are effective ways to examine how the distributions of real and generated images are close to each other, they are also an effective way to measure GANs because the goal of GAN training is to make generated images have the same distribution as real ones. Consider a two-class dataset in which real data and generated data sets are defined by the maximum entropy principle (MEP); this is the most difficult situation for separation of the data because the two classes of data are scattered and mixed together in the same distribution. In this sense, the separability of real and generated data could be a promising measure of the similarity of the two distributions. As the separability increases, the two distributions have more differences.
Based on MEP, we could define the data separability as being inversely related to the system's entropy. To calculate the entropy, we divide the space into many small regions. Then, the proportions of each class in every small region can be considered as their occurrence probabilities. The system's entropy can be derived from those probabilities. In high-dimensional spaces for images, however, the number of small regions grows exponentially. For example, for 32x32 pixels 8-bit RGB images, the space has 3,072 dimensions. If each dimension (the range is from 0 to 255) is divided to 32 intervals, the total number of small regions is 32 3072 ≈ 6.62 × 10 4623 . It is impossible to compute the system's entropy in this way.
Alternatively, we propose the Distance-based Separability Index (DSI) as a substitute of entropy to analyze how the two classes of data are mixed together. Consider two classes X, Y that have the same distribution covering the same region and have sufficient points. Suppose X, Y have , points, we define that the Intra-Class distance (ICD) set is the set of distances between any two points in the same class (X):
{ } = �� − � 2 | , ∈ ; ≠ � If | | = , then |{ }| = 1 2 ( − 1). And the Between-class distance (BCD) set is the set of distances between any two points from different classes (X, Y):
It can be proven 1 that: if and only if two classes X, Y have the same distribution covering the same region and have sufficient points, the distributions of ICD and BCD sets are nearly identical. Hence, if the distributions of the ICD and BCD sets are nearly identical, the system has the maximum entropy and thus has the worst separability. The metric of distance is Euclidean ( 2 -norm). The time cost for ICD and BCD sets is linear growth to dimension and quadratic growth to the number of observations. It is much better than computing the system's entropy by dividing the space into many small regions.
Computation of DSI
First, we compute the ICD sets of real image set R and generated image set G: { }, � � and the BCD set:� , �.
To examine the similarity of the distributions of ICD and BCD sets, we apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) [21] . Although there are many statistical measures to compare two distributions, such as Bhattacharyya distance, Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jensen-Shannon divergence, most of them require that the two sets have the same number of observations. It is easy to show that the |{ }|, �� �� and �� , �� cannot be the same length. Then, to compute the similarities between ICD sets and BCD sets by the KS-test:
= �{ }, � , �� , = �� �, � , �� . The DSI is the maximum of two KS similarities:
({ , }) = � , � because the maximum value can highlight the difference between ICD and BCD sets. �{ }, � �� is not considered because it shows only the difference of distribution shapes, not including their location information. For example, two distributions that have the same shape, but no overlap will have similarities between ICD: ({ 1 }, { 2 }) equal to zero.
DSI and GAN Evaluation
Algorithm 4 Likeness Score 1: Input real images: = { } and generated images:
for ′ in and ′ ≠ do 5:
end for 7: end for 8: for in do 9:
for ′ in and ′ ≠ do 10:
� � = � � + �� ′ − � 2 � 10: end for 11: end for 12: for in do 13: for in do 14:
� , � = � , � + �� − � 2 � 15: end for 16: end for 17:
= �{ }, � , ��, = �� �, � , �� 18: return 1 − � , � Fig. 2 displays examples of situations in 2D that generated data that lack Creativity, Diversity, and Inheritance. With respect of ICD and BCD sets, if the generated data overfit the real data (lack of Creativity), peaks will appear in the distribution of BCD near zero (see Fig. 2a ) because there are many generated points that are close to real data points in their distribution space; hence, many BCD are close to zero. Similarly, lack of Diversity implies that many generated data points are close to each other; thus many ICD are close to zero and peaks will appear in the distribution of ICD near zero (see Fig. 2b ). Lack of Inheritance is shown by the difference between the distribution of ICD and BCD (see Fig. 2c ) because if and only if two classes (real data and generated data) have the same distribution (shapes) covering the same region, the distributions of ICD and BCD sets are identical. In fact, if the distributions of the ICD and BCD sets are identical, there is neither lack of Creativity nor lack of Diversity. This is because there will be no single peaks of ICD or BCD near zero. Therefore, the DSI could evaluate the GAN's performance well. DSI ranges from 0 to 1; DSI is close to 1 when the distributions of real and generated data are more different. To be consistent with other comparison measures, we complement its value and define the Likeness Score (LS) =1− , which is closer to 1 if the GAN performs better.
Experiments & Results
The first experiment is to test the stability of measures to different numbers of data. One purpose is to ensure our proposed measures are not changed by different numbers of data. Another purpose is to find a proper number of data for next experiment because GAN could generate infinite data and too many data make computing slow. The second experiment is to compare our new measures with some commonly used measures. The purpose is not to show which GAN is better but to show how the results (values) of our measures match with compared measures. To test the proposed measures, in the first experiment, we used one type of image (Plastics; 12 images) from the USPtex database [22] to train a DCGAN. Then, the trained GAN generated several groups containing different numbers of synthetic images. Finally, we compute our proposed measures, IS, FID and r1NNC results by using these Fig. 3 Plots of values in Table 1 . generated images and 12 real images; the results are shown in Table 1 .
One image type by DCGAN
Computations of FID and r1NNC require that the two image sets have same number of images. We divided the generated images into many 12-image subsets to compute the indexes with 12 real images and then found their average values. Fig. 3 shows the plots of these indexes. FID is scaled by 0.01 to fit the axes. The result indicates that these indexes are stable to different numbers of testing images, especially when the number is greater than 1000.
Four image types and three GANs
In the second experiment, four types of image (Holes, Small leaves, Big leaves and Plastics; 12 images for each type) are used to train three GANs (DCGAN, WGAN-GP and SNGAN). Then, the trained GANs generated 1,200 synthetic images for each type. Twelve sets of synthetic images were generated; Fig. 4 shows samples from 4 real image sets and 12 generated image sets. Visual examination of these synthetic images indicates that the DCGAN seems to give the most images similar to the real ones, but many of its generated images are duplications of real ones. Thus, the DCGAN overfitted the training data. The SNGAN's generated images are most dissimilar to real images; it lacks Inheritance feature. The WGAN-GP well balanced the Creativity and Inheritance features. Finally, we applied these measures on the 12 generated image sets; results are shown in Table 2 . Fig. 5 shows plots of results. To emphasize the order of each index for different generators and image type, values are normalized from 0 to 1 by columns for plotting. Table 3 averaged scores by GANs.
To compare the three GANs, Table 3 shows summarized results and Fig. 5 gives more details. For the best generator, the proposed CID index and LS agrees with IS, 1NNC and looks of generated images. Since DCGAN overfitted to training data, its Creativity score is the lowest, but FID thinks it is the best model and FID thinks SNGAN is the worst because its Diversity index is the lowest. At this point, FID agrees with LS, IS and 1NNC. 
5.Discussion
The results in Table 3 indicate that our proposed measures, CID index and LS, better reflects the GANs' performances when evaluated visually, and the performance rank of LS agrees with IS and 1NNC. Although DCGAN has the highest Inheritance feature, most of its synthetic images are duplications of real ones. Since overfitting is a serious problem for GANs, DCGAN does not obtain the best score for integrated measures except FID. CID penalizes the lack of Creativity more. SNGAN and WGAN-GP generate synthetic images that look different from real samples; thus, their Creativity scores are high. SNGAN, however, tends to generate very similar images; its Diversity score is low. Hence, LS, IS, FID and 1NNC think SNGAN performing worst because these measures may emphasize the generator's Diversity feature more. Compared with LS, IS, FID and 1NNC, the CID considers the Creativity feature (overfitting) to be a more important factor. WGAN-GP has the best scores for Creativity and Diversity features while maintaining a good Inheritance feature (close to DCGAN). Therefore, it obtains the highest CID, LS, IS, and 1NNC scores.
To measure the Inheritance, we used GLCM-contrast. The GLCM works for texture analysis but may not be the best analysis method for non-texture images. In this study, we selected four texture images. (Other measures exist for non-textural images.) And, to measure the Creativity and Diversity, the threshold for SSIM is 0.8. This threshold will greatly influence the results and requires further study. In addition, the SSIM is used to evaluate the Creativity of GANs after training. We note that H. Zhao et al. (2017) [23] introduced the Multi-Scale Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM) loss for training GANs. If we apply the MS-SSIM loss to train GANs, the Creativity feature could be directly improved.
Both CID and LS use image comparisons. CID uses the SSIM and LS uses the Euclidean ( 2 -norm) distance. In the worst case, their time complexities are ( 2 ), where N is the total number of compared images. But for one comparison, the Euclidean distance is computed (9.37 × 10 −5 s) about 167 times faster than SSIM (1.56 × 10 −2 s) in our computer. As Table 4 shown, in one experiment, LS is computed faster than CID. The CID index is designed directly from the three aspects of ideal GANs. However, it measures the three aspects by different techniques. Those techniques have many limitations in their application to various types of images, and the results highly depend on the selected threshold. In contrast, LS solved these problems. Although LS uses a very simple process --it does not need any pre-trained classifier, image analysis methods, nor a priori knowledge of distributions --it has been proved effective. LS calculates only Euclidean distances and then applies the KS-test; those methods are independent of image types, numbers, and sizes. We have shown that LS also considers the three aspects of ideal GANs in a uniform framework. In general, LS is more like 1NNC but LS does not require |R|=|G| and is not affected by local conditions of the distributions.
Results also show that a GAN that performs well with one type image may not be do so with other types. For example, from Table 2 and Fig. 5 , we see that when measured by CID, LS, IS, FID and 1NNC, the SNGAN performs much better on Holes images than on other types. Hence, in future works, we will examine the proposed measures on more types of images and GAN models.
6.Conclusion
Our proposed measures, the CID index and LS, can directly analyze the generated images without using a pretrained classifier and they are stable with respect to the number of images. Hence, they have fewer constraints and wider applications than some existing GAN measures, such as IS, FID, and 1NNC. Furthermore, they could evaluate the performance of GANs well and provide explanation of results in the three main respects of optimal GANs according to our predictions of ideal generated images. Such explanations help us to deepen our understanding of GANs and of other GAN measures that will help to improve GANs performance.
